Become a member of the Syncee Supplier Exchange
Syncee, a Shopify application, has a Supplier Exchange which shows reliable suppliers to
Shopify store owners. Here, thousands of registered Shopify merchants can choose
from the suppliers we show them and can import their products to their store with only
a few clicks. We make product import and management easier for them, while we
connect retailers with trustworthy suppliers.
We are constantly looking for other reliable suppliers who would like to have a greater
customer base and more partners.
Why is Shopify a great choice?


It has 600,000+ retailers from all around the world and it provides layered
subscription package for merchants with different services.



Provides e-mail and phone support to merchants.



Easy to manage.



Has great marketing.



It is the most well-known e-commerce platform all around the world.

More details about this opportunity
This opportunity is free for suppliers, it is only the Shopify store owner who has to pay
for the product import. In order to feature your company in the Supplier Exchange, we
only need a source file, .CSV, .XML, .XLS, .TXT or .JSON to be able to show your products
to your new customers. This file needs to contain every important information about the
products, like SKU or Barcode, Title, Price, Inventory, Description, and any other crucial
info.
If your store is on Shopify, we can integrate your products with Syncee directly from
your store, without a source file. Just install Syncee for free from the Shopify App Store,
and let us know. We will start the integration after the approval of your application.
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What advantages you get from being featured in the Syncee Supplier Exchange?


We take care of product import for your new retailers to their store.



We show your products to hundreds and thousands of Shopify merchants
worldwide.



You can add your company info, shipping time and locations, so retailers can see
it right away.



We can automate product updates, so your retailers always get the freshest data.



We send newsletters about new suppliers and show them on our social media
sites.



We can set in our system that your merchants need your approval before
importing the products with Syncee (if requested by you). Those suppliers choose
this option who require initial registration or have a subscription.



You will get your orders by the Shopify merchants directly, as they are
responsible for fulfilling their orders, we do not manage them. So you will
definitely be paid for your products.

How does the process look like?


You apply for being featured in the
https://www.syncee.io/syncee-supplier-exchange/

Supplier

Exchange

here:



Fill out all info needed. In the URL field goes your data feed file URL, or we can
work with an FTP.



We accept or decline your application based on your product quality, the details
of the data feed, website and reviews.



If you have a Shopify store you need to install Syncee for free and let us know.



We start the integration from your store or file.



If you want to approve every new retailer before allowing them to import your
products, we set this in the system. You will get an auto e-mail from Syncee that
someone wants to use your products. You need to contact them, send them info
and make them do the registration/paperwork or pay the subscription.



People start importing your products and checking out your website.



When they start getting orders for your products they will need to get in touch
with you on your website or in e-mail to fulfill orders. This is how you get paid.



Again, we do not take commissions from your orders.
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This is how your company will look like in the Supplier Exchange:

Your retailers will be able to customize their price margins, filter which products they
want to add to their store from your offer.
If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact us for more information:
hello@syncee.io
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